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ABSTRACT
Various methods are used to treat ingrown or pincer-like toenails. We developed
a novel taping method to prevent topical interruption of the circulation and
resulting skin conditions and evaluated it over 14.5 years. We instructed 541
patients or their guardians in the use of the technique. Ingrown toenail symptoms
and abnormal nail growth were resolved and no additional therapy was required
in 276 patients. The novel taping method was significantly more effective than
treatments our patients had received previously. Patient-controlled taping is the
first-line treatment for every ingrown or curved toenail seen in our clinic.
Ann Fam Med 2014;12:553-555. doi: 10.1370/afm.1712.

INTRODUCTION

V

arious methods have been used to treat ingrown or pincer-like
(curved) toenails, including taping,1 cotton wool packing,2 gutter treatment3 with a tube4 and with or without formable acrylic,5
3TO (VHO-Osthold brace) treatment,6 and surgical procedures.7–10 Many
patients experience relapse or worsening of ingrown toenails, however, and
many visited our clinic after having had primary treatment, especially with
excision, elsewhere.
With conventional taping methods, most patients are required to visit
a clinic frequently for retaping, and many discontinue taping because of
discomfort. In addition, skin irritation from the stretched tape may cause
dermatologic problems. Therefore we developed a novel taping method
that is easy and comfortable for patients and prevents circulatory problems
and dermatologic side effects.

METHODS
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We evaluated the efficacy of the modified taping method we developed
in a retrospective observational study, which did not require institutional
review board approval. The modifications of the conventional taping procedure are illustrated in Supplemental Figure 1. The elastic adhesive tape
used (Elastopore, Nichiban) is wider (25 mm) and shorter (3-4 cm) than
that used in previous methods. The procedure is explained in the Supplemental Appendix.
While the novel procedure stretches the tape less than 1 cm, in previous methods 1 end of the adhesive tape was fixed to the affected side of
the lateral nail fold, and the tape was then stretched, tightened, and pulled
over the volar surface of the toe and fixed to the contralateral side. Following the novel procedure correctly results in rapid resolution of pain,
usually within 1 week. Patients are advised to change the tape at least once
daily and to continue taping until the lateral nail edge is exposed, which
usually requires 4 to 8 weeks.
Dampness of the toes due to hyperhidrosis may require additional
anchor tapings, as may severe inflammation. Severe cases with infection
or granulation may require supplemental procedures with combined oral
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antibiotics or tube (gutter) treatment, and cryosurgery is sometimes necessary when tissue granulation
is extensive.

RESULTS
From December 1996 to July 2011, we instructed 541
patients or their guardians in the use of our novel taping technique. The 541 patients (182 males and 359
females ranging in age from 1 to 93 years, including
28 with diabetes mellitus and some with infection
of the ingrown nail) had a total of 750 affected big
toenails; 66 had experienced recurrence or worsening
of ingrown toenails after surgery or simple excision
performed elsewhere. Figure 1 summarizes pertinent
information about the 541 patients before and after
treatment using our novel method.
We evaluated the results at 2 months after the routine course of taping performed by patients or their
guardians. Supplemental Figure 2 shows representative
results. The ingrown toenail symptoms and abnormal
nail growth were resolved and no additional treatment was required in 276 patients (334 of 750 affected
toes, 44.5%). The remaining 265 patients (416 of 750
affected toes, 55.5%) required additional treatment

such as nail bracing or surgery. Still, most of those
patients reported relief of pain with taping.
Although some patients discontinued self-care taping treatment because they found it cumbersome or
time-consuming, we made an effort to educate them in
how and why it was necessary to continue it. Whether
their symptoms were resolved, when patients whose
toenails were curved requested it, nail brace treatment
was applied, although this is not covered by Japanese
medical insurance. Those patients tended to discontinue taping, although we recommended that it be continued as supplemental treatment.
As shown in Figure 1, patients whose ingrown toenails had been treated surgically before they visited the
author’s clinic were more likely to require additional
surgery after using the new taping method than those
who had not (15/88 affected toes [17.05%] vs 19/662
[2.87%]; P <.001, binominal test).

DISCUSSION

The results of our retrospective observational study
suggest that the novel taping method should be
attempted before surgical treatment. Patients who had
undergone surgery before using our taping method
were more likely to require additional surgery, which may be
Figure 1. Outcomes following instruction in novel taping technique.
attributed to the occurrence of
postoperative side effects such as
Ingrown toenails
nail division, deformity, and/or
541 patients,
spicule formation.
750 big toenails
Nishioka et al1 reported that
11 of 12 patients with ingrown
nails responded well to their taping method within 2 to 4 weeks,
No previous surgery
Previous surgery
but recurrence was observed in 2
662 toes
88 toes
patients who stopped having their
toenails taped after 2 weeks. No
recurrence was noted in patients
Novel self-taping method
who wore the tape for 2 months.
750 toes
Using another self-care method,
an uncontrolled case series found
a 79% (19/25 cases) rate of symptomatic improvement by inserting
Resolved
Brace, etc
Surgery
Resolved
Brace, etc
Surgery
cotton wool under the ingrowing
316/662
327/662
19/662
18/88
55/88
15/88
nail edge over a mean follow-up
(47.73%)
(49.40%)
(2.87%)
(20.45%)
(62.50%)
(17.05%)
period of 24 weeks.2
Although 265 of our patients
P<.001
needed additional treatment, the
taping relieved pain in the majorOutcomes in 750 patients after instruction in the novel taping treatment for ingrown big toenails recorded at our
clinic from December 1996 to July 2011. Patients were divided into 2 groups according to history of previous
ity. Furthermore, because the
surgical intervention. Outcomes of each group were classified into 3 subgroups: resolved; symptoms improved
length of tape used is approxibut additional nonsurgical treatment such as brace application required; and surgical treatment required due to
poor symptom improvement or deformity of toenails. A significant difference between patient groups with and
mately 3-4 cm and does not comwithout previous surgery was found in the need for surgical intervention after the novel taping treatment.
pletely encircle the toe, none of
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the 541 patients treated with our novel method experienced topical circulation problems, not even those
with diabetes mellitus. Since patients can easily change
the tape whenever necessary with this procedure, it is
easy to keep the taped toenails clean. We hope that
other health care facilities will adopt this novel taping
method as a noninvasive, low-cost, first-line treatment
for ingrown toenails in the typical primary-care population before cutting or removing the nail.
An important element of our taping treatment is
patient education. The taping technique and principle, as well as walking correctly, cutting the toenails
square, and wearing appropriate footwear, may prevent the recurrence of ingrown nails. It is necessary
to evaluate the additional effects of patient education
with the use of this novel taping method, and we plan
to investigate this factor in further research.
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